Product Name

C-49 ‘SuperCleaner’

Manufacturer

Nuvite

Part Number

N215A (1 US Gallon)
N215 (5 US Gallon)
1 or 5 US Gallon

Available Pack Sizes
Qualifications

Douglas CSD #1
Boeing D6-17487
D6-1727
Airbus NTO for safety to bare and clad 2024, 7075, 2524
aluminium, cadmium plated steel, mild steel, high-strength
steel, plexi-glass, and paint.

Nuvites’ C-49 ‘SuperCleaner’ is the most versatile and effective cleaner available for cleaning fabrics, leather, carpet, plastics, laminates and
even metals! In other words, for cleaning all types of surfaces generally found in commercial & private aviation, building or institutional interiors,
automotive and marine interiors, or even home interiors! It’s biodegradable, has a pleasant, clean smell and is safe for users and all your interior
surfaces. It’s extremely easy to use and is supplied in concentrated form, so dilution can be varied for a wide range of needs.











Cleans plastics, fabrics, carpets, leather, vinyl, stainless steel, finished wood and even high gloss polyurethane finishes
Safe and pleasant for users and the environment
Will not damage paint, plastics, fabrics (including woollens), decorator fabrics, upholstery, finished leather or carpets
Gentle, effective cleaning and leaves a pleasant fresh aroma
Safe to plastics, rubber and all metals
Completely biodegradable
Non-flammable and non-corrosive to all metals
Hard water stable, cold water efficient
Supplied in convenient concentrate for dilution with tap water to fit any need

Directions: Spot cleaning: Dilute Nuvite C-49 1:8 with water. Spray a cotton cloth to dampen cloth, then apply to soiled spots. Soak out as
much soil as possible into a dry cotton cloth. If soil spot persists after soaking with towel, spray C-49 directly on spot and use soft brush to
agitate up and down, then side to side. Re-apply dry cotton cloth to soak out agitated residue. Repeat as needed. Finally, lightly spray around
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general area of spot, and work surface with up and down then side-to-side action with a dry cotton cloth. Refer to MSDS for health & safety
information. Contact Frasers Aerospace representatives for further information and assistance.
For broad areas: Dilute C-49 to 1:12. Clean soiled area with up/down, then side to side action with C-49 dampened cotton cloth. As surface
becomes wet, switch to dry cloth. Refer to MSDS for health & safety information. Contact Frasers Aerospace representatives for further
information and assistance.
For leather: after cleaning very soiled areas with C-49, replace oils and surface condition with Nuvite Leather Guard. Refer to MSDS for health
& safety information. Contact Frasers Aerospace representatives for further information and assistance.

C-49 SuperCleaner is not environmentally restricted. Users should use standard safety precautions, such as wearing gloves and eye protection
along with any other standard safety procedures. Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for further information.
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